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ZONA BAARI
A STU D IO M AK I NG J EWEL RY, HOM EWA RE AN D G RI L L S PROV E S TH AT I N TH E N E W
WORLD O F RETA I L , YOU CAN M AK E – AS WEL L AS SE LL – FRO M YO U R H O M E .

Ruqayyah Alzona Al-Baari is at her Detroit studio early in the morning.
Already she's burned frankincense and myrrh, picked an atmospheric
playlist and is contemplating a wall covered in design sketches. ‘You have
to have your rituals before the work begins,’ she says, while examining the
wall and deciding what she'll make today. ‘Probably a ceramic vessel.’
The 29-year-old, who goes by Ru for short, is behind Zona Baari – a
multimedia arts studio specializing in various forms, from ceramic
homeware and metal jewelry to textiles, leisurewear and grills (custommade jewelry worn over the teeth). Explaining the diverse array of products,
Ru says, ‘I just wasn't seeing stuff that I wanted to spend money on.’
What unifies Zona Baari products is that they're all made by Ru using
natural and high-end materials. She carries out all the stages of production
herself and hand-carves everything. ‘The presence of the human hand
has to be noticeable in everything I make,’ she says. ‘I'm not looking
for a machine-quality finish – I want the perfect imperfections.’
She continues: ‘I wasn't interested in becoming a ceramics expert
and showing my work. I want each piece to have a little bit of myself
– at whatever level I'm at.’ The world is full of ‘people chasing perfection’,
she says, before they allow themselves ‘to do something’. Early on,
she started selling hand-dyed shirts and colored silk scarfs working
with the motto: ‘If I'd buy it, then it's good enough.’
Ru runs Zona Baari primarily via Instagram. Here, you can find her
eclectic products, but she uses the platform as much to document the
making process. There are photos of Ru in a mask and goggles buffing
gold grills and videos of her shaping clay. Ru has decided to grow her
following organically rather than chasing follows for the sake of it and
spending large sums on marketing like some brands. ‘Whatever the
algorithm is, the people who've found me are on the same wavelength,’
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she says. ‘They're very supportive and get what I'm doing. I don't feel the
need to do much marketing.’
Zona Baari began in 2018, when Ru returned to her home in Miami,
Florida, after studying filmmaking in New York City. ‘I fell out of love
with how expensive it was to pursue film, so I came home and felt the
call to use my hands and create something I could share with others,’
she says. Initially, this meant making grills. This type of mouth jewelry
initially gained popularity in the eighties hip-hop scene in New York
City and, more often than not, grills were worn by men – but a new
generation of female makers is redefining the art form.
‘Grills were my gateway to making jewelry,’ says Ru, who asked
for an apprenticeship with a local maker, who she then worked under,
and hasn't looked back since. ‘I love making them. I grew up in Florida
where people often rocked gold teeth,’ she says.
Ru says she thinks of herself as an artist first – businesswoman
comes further down the list. Every day, she explains, she simply creates
whatever she's in the mood to make – from soft pillows that wouldn't
look out of place at a spiritual retreat to gold grills worn on the streets
of Miami. Usually, a creation starts in her head and appears in her
sketchbook before being molded, cast or sewn into existence. When
asked about her influences, Ru says: ‘It's a confluence of my experiences
and interests. I draw on hip-hop culture and the natural world. I'm
fascinated by the movement and shapes of the human body and
I'm deep into plant-based healing.’
In her 20s, Ru lived in a few different places: New York City, Los
Angeles, Miami and Detroit. All the moving around partly explains
why she hasn't been interested in bricks-and-mortar stores. ‘I've been
a nomadic soul,’ she says. But, in her airy studio space, it seems like
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DIG DEEPER
Ruqayyah runs Zona Baari from
a studio at her home. Selling
online and avoiding heavy startup
costs can make a lot of sense,
but it presents its own challenges.
On page 223, in our Creating
an online home section,
Sarah Fewell, the founder of
a vintage clothing store that
sells on shopping platforms like
ASOS and Depop, distills her
key learnings from starting a
business out of her bedroom.

Ru can be found in the Zona Baari studio
on a set personal schedule from Tuesday
to Sunday. She works with a range
of materials, but ‘primarily clay, fabric,
metal and dye’, she says.
Hip-hop artists like Raheem the Dream
and Kilo Ali began popularizing the
wearing of metal grills on front teeth in the
early eighties. When making grills, Ru says
the mood in the studio changes: ‘I rock out
to hip-hop.’
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she may have put down some roots. ‘I love the
energy here,’ she says of Detroit, even though
she's not ruling out another move. As for a
physical store, that's unlikely any time soon.
Instead, she's focusing on getting her products
into the stores that she aligns with, as well as
exploring immersive pop-up experiences.
The first iteration of a Zona Baari pop-up
was in 2021 at a flower farm in North Carolina.
Visitors came together on a green hill for
meditation, freestyle dance and some quiet
time, resting on Zona Baari cushions.
‘The pop-up was the first realization
of taking the brand to more people in an
interesting way,’ Ru says. ‘It was an extension
of my studio – a healing space.’
Moving forwards, Ru hopes to hold other
pop-ups in different locations and collaborate
with other artists. ‘If I ever did [have] a future
store, it wouldn't be dedicated to just retail.
It would probably be more of a hybrid
healing space,’ she says.
In many ways, Ru is indicative of many
makers and sellers of her generation. She
backs her own ideas of what it means to
be a creative business owner, rejects mass
production, is unfazed by her business' lack
of conventional marketing and is looking at
what her brand could become beyond simply
retail. In the process, she's acquiring a small
but devout following – demonstrating that
you don't need masses of customers to run
a successful business. What it all comes down
to, says Ru, ‘is that you have to like what you
make. Make sure it's true to you.’

Zona Baari has a distinctive aesthetic that
features organic shapes, metaphysical
symbolism and hand-formed objects.
Its aim is to spotlight the human touch.
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Helen Harris does a lot of things. She's
an engineer, activist, artist and the Helen
behind Helen With The Gold Teeth, a
jewelry business specializing in grills –
glitzy custom-made bling to fit onto teeth.
To date, the 40-year-old's work can be
found in hundreds of mouths across the US,
something she says is an honor. ‘It's your
teeth, you know,’ she says. ‘It's your smile!’
Helen is speaking from her apartment
in the East Village in Manhattan, New
York City, and reflecting on the past three
years since leaving her corporate tech
job. ‘My career wasn't fulfilling me. I had
to change something, so I started this on
a whim,’ Helen says with a soft laugh. She
had already quit her day job when a friend
suggested she turn her hobby of making
grills into a business. ‘The crazy thing was
I listened and I thought I could do this.
So, I started this business and infused it
with lessons from the tech startup world
that I used to be a part of.’
Soon after, she started advertising
her custom services via Instagram
(@helenwiththegoldteeth) and hasn't
looked back since. Her wide customer
base includes rappers, fashion designers
and models – although Helen points
out that ‘the customers I adore aren't
usually from the celebrity set’.
Helen takes pictures of her work and
the mouthpieces that have put her on
the urban jewelry map. There are gold
bridges for the top and bottom teeth
and popular 18-karat caps adorned with
opals, jade and diamonds. And the bling
isn't cheap, although Helen says hers
are among the best rates around. ‘For an
18-karat single? About $260. The most
expensive thing I've done probably retails
at fifty-something thousand,’ she says.

THE PRICE RANGE OF HELEN'S WORK

$260 —
$50,000
like these that Helen doesn't intend to ever
stop making grills, although her business
has begun to expand to other fine jewelry –
notably pendants, bracelets and necklaces.
The business involves a lot of moving
parts. She is often working at New York
City's Diamond District – an old-school
commercial stretch encompassing most
of a block in Midtown Manhattan that
will be familiar to anyone who's seen the
2019 crime thriller Uncut Gems. It's here
at the world's largest shopping district
for diamonds that she works with a wide
network of vendors. She also relies on
wholesalers in Louisiana and Florida
to cut, cast, polish and set her intricate

GOLD STANDARDS

Born and raised in Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
Helen sees making grills as connecting
her to her cultural roots in the American
Midwest and the black south. ‘It was a very
normal fixture within the standard of beauty
that I grew up with,’ Helen says, before
showing off a framed picture of her young
nephew whose gold grills dazzle.
‘My family members wear them and, at
the end of the day, I've just felt pumped to
put my spin on this tradition.’ It's for reasons

HELEN WITH THE
GOLD TEETH
Founder Helen Harris tells us how she navigates
the old-fashioned ways of the Diamond District
while in the modern business of making grills.
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Although bejeweled dental accessories have
a long history reaching back to the ancient
Mayan and Etruscan cultures, its current
popularity in the US dates to the rise of hiphop in the late seventies and early eighties.

‘My career wasn't
fulfilling me. I had to
change something, so
I started this on a whim.’
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designs. ‘I think that those folks are the
best at what they do,’ she explains. ‘As a
business owner and as a designer, I really
believe that I'm selling a product with
integrity, even if my hands don't make it.’
While Helen may not spend hours
tinkering on jewelry herself these days,
that doesn't mean she lacks know-how:
for several years, she enlisted experts
to coach her along the steep learning
curve of jewelry making. She has a
studio in Brooklyn where she practices
how to make everything she sells. It's an
activity that she views as a necessary evil.
‘I never want to be reliant on anybody to
ensure I can meet a client's needs – even

if I don't especially enjoy the work, I still
have to know how to do it.’
Her relative inexperience has sometimes
made for a bumpy ride, especially when
navigating the Diamond District. ‘The
jewelry business is a secretive one,’ she
says. ‘I'm seen as a junior among lifelong
jewelers. That, plus my gender and race,
means I've been counted out more times
than I care to mention.’
But persistence and her evident knack
with people has paid off; today, she has
a network that views her as a peer and,
importantly, respects her. ‘Doesn't mean
we don't piss each other off from time to
time, though,’ she says. ‘I have no problem
telling them if they haven't met my qualitycontrol standards, but I think that's partly
where the respect comes from. I also never
give unreasonable requests to my vendors.
The work will get done when it gets done.’

BRINGING BLING UP TO DATE

Eventually, Helen hopes to bring all
production in-house and she's putting
trust in technology – despite the fact
that custom jewelry generally remains
an extremely old-fashioned industry – to
make it happen. ‘I've come from this tech
background and tech makes me geek
out,’ she says, speaking of her trials and
tribulations with 3D printers and the
software that could digitize everything
from the initial mouth scans to the layout
of gemstones in grills.
‘You know, people don't realize this,
but Helen With The Gold Teeth is a tech
company,’ she says. ‘It's possible that
soon I'll have an infinite catalog of jewelry
items for people and I will never have to
manufacture any of them or create waste.
It'll all be digital and rendered.’
Customers can visit Helen for fittings
and buy from her either at the Diamond
District or her experimental space in
Brooklyn that's part studio, part lab. She
doesn't feel the need to have a bricksand-mortar store. ‘I care more about
carving out the time for people to see me
face-to-face, not just someone working
at a store who represents me,’ she says,
which reflects the views of many people
starting their own brands today. It also fits
in with her wider ethos: ‘So far, my attitude
has been to keep the business growing
according to my values and not fixate on
cash in the bank. It's a startup mentality.’
When asked what her business will look
like in a few years, she gives a considered
reply: ‘Hopefully, I'll be a rich lady but,
whatever happens, the brand will keep
diversifying. What is Helen With The Gold
Teeth anyway? Is it grills, a tech company,
a fine jeweler, a network of people? I think
it's all of that in the same way that I am an
engineer, an artist, a technologist – because
a business can be multifaceted, too.’
After a pause, and with a laugh, she
adds: ‘I know I just got pretty meta.’

‘So far, my attitude
has been to keep
the business growing
according to my
values and not fixate
on cash in the bank.
It's a startup mentality.’

Helen With The Gold Teeth is known
primarily for grills made of gold and
precious stones – but also makes
items such as pendants and bracelets.
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THREE GEMS
TO DISCOVER
To stand out in a crowded
market, jewelry stores must
offer something unique.

MUKTO, ISTANBUL
From gold seahorse pendants with blue
topaz to darkened-silver tribal earrings,
everything available at Mukto, a jewelry store
and workshop in Istanbul, is handmade, with
the workshop forming an important part of
the Turkish brand's narrative. The founder
of Mukto, Meriç Altın, took inspiration
from Istanbul's Grand Bazaar, one of the
largest and oldest covered markets in the
world. There, he came across a craftsman's
shop and kept coming back to watch him
work every day for a week. He later trained
with the masters at Mahrec Art House, a
prestigious Istanbul jewelry design school.

TROTTERS JEWELLERS, LONDON
Named after Del Boy's trading business in the
classic English TV comedy show Only Fools
and Horses, Trotters Jewellers opened in 1991
alongside the market traders, sari shops and
fishmongers that line east London's Bethnal
Green Road. It started out as a jewelry and
pawn shop that sold a few watches and that
was about it. Now it has become London's
go-to spot for customized bling – still
specializing in watches, but also chains,
most of which are packed with diamonds.
Recently it moved to a new flagship store
called The Penthouse in the City of London.
New Top Jewelry has no website or online
sales presence, but Jane Shuai's Instagram
account, which showcases the breadth of
the striking earrings, rings, chains and other
jewelry available in the Chinatown store,
now has nearly 65,000 followers.

NEW TOP JEWELRY, NEW YORK
Jane Shuai grew up in the city of Hangzhou,
China, before moving to the US and spending
the past 20 years working at New Top Jewelry,
where she has become as big a part of the
store's brand narrative as the items it sells.
CGI-generated Instagram influencer
account Lil Miquela posted pictures of the
character alongside Jane to its 3 million
followers, while Jane has also featured in
campaigns for the New York Yankees baseball
team and on the runway for fashion label Kim
Shui. New Top Jewelry itself is a small store
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located in the heart of the jewelry district
in New York City's Chinatown and is packed
with mainly gold pieces – from earrings and
necklaces to custom rings and nameplate
pendants. On one side of the store there's
a mirrored wall, while on the other are glass
jewelry display cases alongside photos of
Jane with regular and celebrity customers.
Jane likes to tell visitors how she is
completely self-taught and is able to judge the
value of a chain by holding it or estimate how
many karats are in a diamond by looking at it.

